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The authors would like to thank this reviewer for their kind remarks and their constructive comments. We will respond to a subset of comments here. First, we agree, the inclusion of a table instead of list for all of the projects will be useful for the reader. We plan to replace the list that is currently in the supplemental information with a large table containing the same information. However, due to the total number of projects and sampling sites, displaying this information clearly on one map figure may be challenging (Sites will plot over one another in most locations-check out the online database portal to get a sense of the site density). However, we are open to other ideas for visualization of site and project distributions. We do agree that a flow chart indicating the methods for introducing data into the database may be helpful for readers to understand how the database is populated. This may be added as a second panel in Figure 1. Finally, to the last comment about Figure 3, does the reviewer suggest simply changing the colors to make this figure more clear? Or does the reviewer suggest a different type of figure? Again, thank you for your helpful review.